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Introduction
It was pleasing to see candidates able to engage effectively across the ability range in this, the

second year of the GCE Advanced Level paper, Option 1F: In search of the American Dream: the

USA, c1917–96.

The paper is divided into three sections. Section A comprises a choice of essays that assess

understanding of the period in depth (AO1) by targeting the second order concepts of cause and/or

consequence. Section B offers a further choice of essays, targeting any of the second order

concepts of cause, consequence, change and continuity, similarity and difference, and significance.

Section C contains a compulsory question which is based on two given extracts. It assesses analysis

and evaluation of historical interpretations in context (AO3). Candidates in the main appeared to

organise their time effectively, although there were some cases of candidates not completing one

of the three responses within the time allocated. Examiners did note a number of scripts that

posed some problems with the legibility of hand writing. Examiners can only give credit for what

they can read.

Of the three sections, candidates are generally more familiar with the essay sections, and in

sections A and B most candidates were well prepared to write, or to attempt, an analytical

response. Stronger answers clearly understood the importance of identifying the appropriate

second order concept that was being targeted by the question. A minority of candidates, often

otherwise knowledgeable, wanted to focus on causes and engage in a main factor/other factors

approach, even where this did not necessarily address the demands of the conceptual focus.

Candidates in the main were able to apply their knowledge and understanding in a manner suited

to the different demands of questions in these two sections in terms of the greater depth of

knowledge required where Section A questions targeted a shorter-period, as compared to the more

careful selection generally required for the Section B questions covering broader timespan.

Candidates do need to formulate their planning so that there is an argument and a counter

argument within their answer; some candidates lacked sufficient treatment of these. The generic

mark scheme clearly indicates the four bullet-pointed strands which are the focus for awarding

marks and centres should note how these strands progress through the levels. Candidates do need

to be aware of key dates, as identified in the specification, and ensure that they draw their evidence

in responses from the appropriate time period.

In Section C, the strongest answers demonstrated a clear focus on the need to discuss different

arguments given within the two extracts, clearly recognising these as historical interpretations.

Such responses tended to offer comparative analysis of the merits of the different views, exploring

the validity of the arguments offered by the two historians in the light of the evidence, both from

the within the extracts, and candidates’ own contextual knowledge. Such responses tended to avoid

attempts to examine the extracts in a manner more suited to AO2, assertions of the inferiority of

an extract on the basis of it offering less factual evidence, or a drift away from the specific demands

of the question to the wider taught topic.
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Question 1 

Question 1 was the least popular choice with candidates in Section A. Most responses were able to

put forward some analysis of the reasons for change in the leisure activities of ordinary Americans,

and were thus able to access the higher levels. In some cases the focus and depth on the given

reason of affluence was less convincing than on other issues, most candidates could point to

relevant examples of higher personal spending in the period after 1945. Higher level responses

tended to explore the issue further, e.g. making convincing connections between the changes to

leisure activities, growing affluence and increased leisure time, and/or were able to identify clear

links between rising wages and consumption patterns, exemplified with specific references to

points across the period. A significant number argued that the economic issues of the 1970s

countered the impact of affluence, although in some cases this was overstated, and in general,

there was less confidence in dealing with the later parts of the time frame for this question. Some

very good responses were able to see a turning point in the 1970s as growth began to slow, but

that rather than ending leisure per se, examined how other factors and aspects of leisure less

dependent upon wealth. Other factors such as technology and media, the development of new

suburban patterns, spectator sports and the growth of car-owning and air travel were discussed

effectively by many. Stronger responses made a more direct comparison and contrast between the

impact of affluence and the role of other factors, and/or discussed the extent to which these were

functions of affluence or distinct factors. Discriminating factors in performance tended to be: (i) the

degree to which material was focused on the conceptual demands of the question, (ii) the ability

and willingness to explore a sufficient range of reasons to offer some overall balance, (iii) and the

range and depth of knowledge. With regards to (iii), limitations tended to be in terms of the quality

of factual and often statistical information to substantiate points, in order to locate them at specific

points within the timeframe, e.g. arguments that clearly related to the post-war boom or specific

figures on ownership of cars, technological goods or sporting attendances, rather than general

claims which could equally have been applied to the 1920s. Stronger responses offered sufficient

coverage of issues (typically the given issue and two or three other substantial points), the

necessary detail to substantiate claims, and a clear and critical focus.
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This response demonstrates some of the qualities

of a level 5 essay. The answer is clearly organised

and focused, with a sound grasp of what the

question is asking. The candidate is able to offer a

range and depth of specific knowledge, and apply

this to examine the role played by affluence,

largely sustaining an analysis which considers this,

alongside a range of other factors. The argument is

logical and reasoned, and the candidate produces

a reasoned judgement. Development is coherent

and shows a grasp of the demands of this

particular question.
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Question 2 

This was the most popular question of the two on Section A. Most responses were able to engage

with the demands of the question sufficiently to achieve the middle to higher levels, and there were

many excellent answers. It was evident that a significant number of candidates were confident

writing about black American civil rights, but were less so with regards to minority rights. Within

these, the candidature seemed somewhat stronger on Native American and Hispanic Americans

than the gay rights movement. Many candidates were able to make good comparison and contrast

between the campaigns for black and minority civil rights. Different approaches were taken; most

answers focused on key issues such as the methods used, leadership, and aims, and were able to

identify and analyse similarities and differences between the black civil rights movement and other

minority movements with varying degrees of focus and supporting knowledge. Some also included

other features of the campaigns, such as use of legal redress, exploitation of the media or

presidential support. An alternative approach seen was to structure responses around

comparisons between each individual minority group and black civil rights groups in turn. In terms

of the quality of responses, better answers were able to explore points more fully, e.g. use greater

depth of knowledge to examine the extent of apparent points of similarity or difference, and/or

demonstrate how civil rights movements were not always united, and thus explore the complexity

whilst remaining focused. Less successful responses tended to be more descriptive, with at times

detailed accounts of examples of the black civil rights campaign, such as Montgomery or

Birmingham, and only have limited material on minority campaigns and/or focus on the extent to

which there was ‘considerable similarity’. The strongest responses had a well-structured analysis of

extent of similarity, often based on clearly established issues such as the nature of campaigns,

leadership, impact and success, and were able to weigh these in arriving at overall judgements.
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This response demonstrates many of the qualities

of a level 5 essay. The response has a clear

understanding of the issues contained within the

question, and offers a detailed and thorough

comparative analysis of the different campaigns. A

range of specific material is deployed as part of the

analysis. The essay is clearly communicated, with

logical argument, and whilst some aspects could

be developed further, overall the essay offers

clearly substantiated judgement.
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Question 3 

This question was the slightly more popular choice within Section B, and produced a range of

responses. This question seemed to present more difficulties for candidates than question 4. Most

responses were able to offer some analysis of various changes relating to immigration across the

time frame, and thus some consideration of impact. However, a significant number did not focus

material towards the conceptual demands of the question, particularly with regards to the impact

of immigration. This took varying forms, such as attempts to analyse changes to attitudes towards

immigrants, or changing government policies on immigration, or the reasons why such changes

took place. In such cases, there was at times sufficient material to potentially reach the higher

levels, but this was limited by a failure to shape this consistently towards the demands of the

question, and the responses were at times implicit, or in and out of focus. A significant minority

also offered very limited material relating to immigration. In general, knowledge was stronger on

the earlier part of the period, such as the government policies of the 1920s, but other commonly

referenced issues include the relationship between immigrants/immigration and both red scares,

the issue of Mexican labour across the period, Kennedy’s attitude to immigration, the relaxation of

earlier policies in the 1960s, and the relationship between immigration and the slump of the 1970s.

Where such issues were framed appropriately in terms of the question, they were duly rewarded.

Stronger responses were more clearly focused on both impact and change, with one common (and

successful) approach being to develop an analysis based on themes such as the political, social and

economic impact of immigration, with a discussion of these across the time frame leading to an

overall judgement on the extent to which the impact changed.
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This demonstrates many of the qualities of a level

4 response. The answer has a good grasp of the

topic, and the conceptual demands of the

question. There is clear analysis of the given issue,

offering an exploration of the changing impact of

immigration. The response is largely well

reasoned, and offers sound support, although it

could go further in terms of depth of analysis and

evaluation.
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Question 4 

Question 4 was the marginally less popular of the two within Section B. In general, candidates

responded with focused responses, with a variety of issues covered and indeed approaches taken.

With the former, popular issues included isolationism and the ‘return to normalcy’ after the First

World War, anti-communism, the relative success of Democratic and Republican presidents in the

immediate years after the second World War, and Cold War examples spanning the period up to

and including Reagan’s election, with Vietnam featuring heavily within this, in particular the counter-

culture and reaction against this. Whilst in some cases candidates strayed too far into foreign

policy, most were able to relate relevant issues back to domestic impact. With regards to the issue

of conservatism, the vast majority showed a secure grasp, and were able to justify to varying

degrees how examples such as anti-communism and restrictive immigration policies did or didn’t

amount to a growth in such influences. In terms of approaches, most took a relatively

straightforward for and against approach, offering arguments that war did or didn’t lead to an

increase in conservative influences, whilst others considered other factors contributing to a growth

in conservative influences, which was a valid approach where carefully framed in relation to the

question. Features of stronger responses tended to be a more critical and nuanced consideration,

making distinctions between different wars, exploring exactly how different issues amounted to

‘conservative influences’ overall, examining the longevity of particular influences (such as anti-

communism), or exploring the ebb and flow of such influences over the whole period, and weighing

the extent to which, when conservatism was evident, it could be directly related to conservatism or

other factors. Less successful responses tended to be less secure in their understanding of

conservative influences, offer limited chronological coverage, or drift to seemingly pre-rehearsed

arguments about the role played by the media and other factors in shaping the political landscape

of the USA.
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This response demonstrates the qualities of a level

5 essay. The response has a clear understanding of

the issues contained within the question, and

offers a detailed and thorough analysis of the role

played by war and the Cold War. The essay is

clearly communicated, with logical argument, and

whilst some aspects could be developed further,

such as the ultimate conclusion, overall the essay

offers clearly substantiated judgement.
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Question 5 

Most candidates appeared to understand the demands of the Section C question, and thus were

able to engage with an analysis of the given views in relation to the proposition in the question.

Most candidates analysed the arguments in the extracts, with consideration of issues such as

welfare provision and welfare recipients, housing, racial and gender issues, the legacy of the Great

Society and electoral demographics. Most candidates were able to demonstrate understanding of

the extracts and select key points of interpretation in relation to these issues, and in the main there

was a good breath of contextual knowledge on display across all levels, with only a minority relying

upon the extracts as a source material without further development. At the higher levels,

candidates were more likely to offer a developed comparison or synthesis of the two perspectives,

although many more did identify the element of common ground over welfare cuts. Many of these

more successful responses appeared better able to recognise individual points within the wider

view and the emphasis placed, such as the greater focus within extract 1 on the social impact these

measures had, or the rationale given for such cuts and the distinctions made on the deserving and

underserving poor in extract 2, focusing on the clear difference between the two extracts. Stronger

responses were also more likely to focus on both aspects of ‘attack on the disadvantaged’ and

‘created social division’, and the different views taken towards both of these that were offered in

the two extracts. The most common factors limiting the success of some responses were (i) use of

the extracts in a manner not fully suited to Section C, e.g. through attempts to analyse provenance

in a manner more suited to AO2, or assert an extract is ‘more reliable’, (ii) limited own knowledge,

or a lack of integration of this in order to examine and evaluate the arguments, and (iii) an inability

to contain what is essentially political bias, with personal views on Reagan’s government leading to

imbalanced analysis and clouding judgement in a number of responses. A minority of less

successful responses tended use the extracts for illustrative support, with limited engagement with

the views, of offered little by the way of wider contextual knowledge to examine the given views.

With regards to (i), candidates should be minded that Section C is focused around A03. Responses

which made consideration of the argument and evidence within the extracts central to their

responses, applying their contextual knowledge to consider the validity of the arguments offered,

were more successful. Thankfully, timing seemed less of an issue than last year. One issue that did

hold back some otherwise higher level responses was the lack of a strong conclusion at the end;

those that did offer strong conclusions were not necessarily exhaustive in length, but offered clear

and reasoned judgement, which linked back to the preceding analysis of the view, including the

extracts.
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This response demonstrates the qualities of a level

5 essay. There is clear recognition of the different

views, and the candidate offers a confident

analysis of these, examining the arguments

offered in the light of their own contextual

knowledge. There is an overall developed

comparison of the two views, and there is clearly

confident handling of the extracts, considering the

arguments and the material basis for the different

views. The candidate is able to integrate their own

contextual knowledge into a discussion of the

arguments and issues raised. The essay overall

offers evaluative argument, with precise focus on

the specific demands of the question.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice.

Section A/B responses:

Features commonly found in responses which were successful within the higher levels:

Paying close attention to the date ranges in the question

Giving sufficient consideration to the issue in the question (e.g. main factor), as well as some

other factors

Candidates explaining their judgements fully – this need not be in an artificial or abstract way, but

rather a demonstration of their reasoning in relation to the concepts and topic they are writing

about in order to justify their judgements

Careful focussing on the second-order concept targeted in the question

Giving consideration to timing, to enable them to complete all three questions with

approximately the same time given over to each one

An appropriate level, in terms of depth of detail and analysis, as required by the question – e.g. a

realistic amount to enable a balanced and rounded answer on breadth questions

Common issues which hindered performance:

Paying little heed to the precise demands of the question, e.g. write about the topic without

focusing on the question, or attempt to give an answer to a question that hasn’t been asked –

most frequently, this meant treating questions which targeted other second-order concepts as

causation questions

Answering a question without giving sufficient consideration to the given issue in the question

(e.g. looking at other causes, consequences, etc, with only limited reference to that given in the

question)

Giving only a partial response, e.g. a very limited span of the date range, or covered the stated

cause/consequence, with no real consideration of other issues

Making an assertion of change/causation, sometimes with formulaic repetition of the words of

the question, with limited explanation or analysis of how exactly this was a change/cause of the

issue within the question

Not reaching a judgement, or not explaining

Answering with a lack of detail
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Section C responses:

Features commonly found in responses which were successful within the higher levels:

Candidates paying close attention to the precise demands of the question, as opposed to

seemingly pre-prepared material covering the more general controversy as outlined in the

specification

Thorough use of the extracts; this need not mean using every point they raise, but a strong focus

on these as views on the question

A confident attempt to use the two extracts together, e.g. consideration of their differences,

attempts to compare their arguments, or evaluate their relative merits

Careful use of own knowledge, e.g. clearly selected to relate to the issues raised within the

sources, confidently using this to examine the arguments made, and reason through these in

relation to the given question; at times, this meant selection over sheer amount of knowledge

Careful reading of the extracts, to ensure the meaning of individual statements and evidence

within these were used in the context of the broader arguments made by the authors

Attempts to see beyond the stark differences between sources, e.g. consideration of the extent to

which they disagreed, or attempts to reconcile their arguments

Common issues which hindered performance:

Limited use of the extracts, or an imbalance in this, e.g. extensive use of one, with limited

consideration of the other

Limited comparison or consideration of the differences between the given interpretations

Using the extracts merely as sources of support

Arguing one extract is superior to the other on the basis that it offers more factual evidence to

back up the claims made, without genuinely analysing the arguments offered

Heavy use of own knowledge, or even seemingly pre-prepared arguments, without real

consideration of these related to the arguments in the sources

Statements or evidence from the source being used in a manner contrary to that given in the

sources, e.g. through misinterpretation of the meaning of the arguments, or lifting of detail

without thought to the context of how it was applied within the extract

A tendency to see the extracts as being polar opposites, again seemingly through expectation of

this, without thought to where there may be degrees of difference, or even common ground
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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